
CAC Meeting, May 2, 2022 

Attending via Zoom: CAC members Jamie, Choral, David, Colleen, Jane, Jono, Kim, 
Wally. Jay Lorenz attended as a prospective member.  Jayelle Hoffman, Planning Board 
Clerk, attended and offered helpful comments on several items.  Meeting commenced 
at 7:00pm 

We approved the April 4, 2022 meeting minutes. 

1) Velazquez driveway—We will send a memo to the Planning Board re. our concerns 
about the driveway construction, which from the road appears to go beyond the limits 
that were set by the PB when this lot was approved.  The extent of the cut for the 
driveway is wider than expected and more trees appear to have been cut down or 
undermined.  We will also note the need for careful and consistent inspection of this 
site and others by Ed Ferrato, Ancram’s building inspector.  For future proposed 
projects with potential negative impacts, we should ensure that the PB utilize Nan 
Stolzenburg as a consultant and that the TB consider hiring the town’s own engineer to 
provide an impartial review of projects. Jayelle agreed to review our draft. Colleen 
suggested that we should broaden the scope of the Scenic Overlay Zone to include 
single family homes that may go up along Rte 22.  We also briefly discussed the idea of 
becoming a Conservation Advisory Board which would give us more clout. 

2) Fulton and Forbes project—A liquor stove has been proposed for this site which was 
previously The Bottle Tree.  We raised concerns about the proximity to the stream 
(25’), the addition of 9 parking places, and the septic running under the parking area.  
Jayelle is going to request permission from the PB for the CAC to visit this site.  Colleen 
agreed to draft a memo outlining our concerns to the PB. 

3) James Kennedy Letter on Aquifer Protection—Due to the number of low-yielding 
wells in and near the hamlet of Ancram, James Kennedy, an Ancram resident, wrote a 
letter to the TB requesting that the town develop an aquifer overlay protection plan to 
address this problem.  James also noted his concern with the potential additional 
burden placed on water supply by the Iron Star project which would increase demands 
for water considerably.  Choral will draft a CAC memo in support of James’ letter which 
advocates for the protection of water resources. 

4) Enforcement of Zoning Laws—We briefly discussed the need for Ancram to ensure 
adequate enforcement of zoning laws.  The building inspector can and should take a 



more active role and issue stop work orders or tickets with fines when inspections call 
out zoning law violations. 

5) The CAC unanimously recommended that Jay Lorenz be appointed by the Town 
Board to the CAC.   

Next CAC meeting is Monday, June 6, 2022 at the Town Hall. 

Meeting adjourned at 8:10 pm 


